Alignment algorithms usually rely on simplified models of gaps for computational efficiency. Based on an isomorphism between alignments and physical helix-coil models, we show in statistical mechanics that alignments with realistic laws for gaps can be computed with fast algorithms. Improved performances of probabilistic alignments with realistic models of gaps are illustrated. Probabilistic and optimization formulations are compared, with potential implications in many fields and perspectives for computationally efficient extensions to Markov models with realistic long-range interactions. optimization context, the "generalized affine gap model" [9] was developed to handle overlaps. In the alignment problem, as in problems such as RNA secondary structures, the realisation that biologically relevant solutions may not correspond to optimal solutions, led to the development of optimization methods yielding sub-optimal solutions (for example [1] ).
Finally, efficient algorithms are required for biologically significant sequence lengths but this requirement usually conflicts with the need to represent long-range effects realistically (length-dependent gap penalizations). This conflict has typically been resolved by various simplifications.
Correspondence between alignment and helix-coil models -In order to fulfill, in the probabilitic context, the four requirements above for efficient and realistic alignments we first develop formal correspondences between the two alignment and helix-coil models. We note that the requirement 3) above for alternative solutions is naturally satisfied in the probabilistic context, with the obtention of all solutions, with no discrimination of sub-optimal classes.
On formal grounds, certain correspondences between helix-coil and alignment models have already been examined (for example [8] ). Fig. 1 illustrates more detailed correspondences, which underly the algorithmic ideas we will develop. The basic isomorphism is between linear helix-coil model and basic sequence alignment ( Fig.1a and 1b, respectively). Base pair stackings correspond to substitution weights and denaturation loops to gaps. In the helix-coil model polymer physics dictates power-law representations for loop entropies, is strict correspondence with the empirically derived non-linear laws for gaps. In the basic alignment gap overlaps are forbidden, with 'forced' homologies between gaps in the two sequences (Fig. 1b) . In this simple correspondence the calculation burden derives from the need for combinatorial enumerations of loop (respectively gap) lengths (L1, Fig. 1) for proper weight attributions. When gap overlaps are included, the calculation increases by one order of complexity due to the need for a double combinatorics: for any length L1 of the first combinatorics, we mut consider the full combinatorial enumeration of lengths L2 (for proper weight attributions, depending on both lengths L1 and L2; in green and magenta respectively, Fig. 1 ). The methodological problem in handling such double combinatorics is equivalent to the one encountered in the biophysical model, with the introduction of circularity constraint in the linear helix-coil: free-ends (or 'dangles') must be joined for loops of lengths L2+L2' (Fig.   1c) . The same type of constraints is also encountered in linear helix-coil models which permit non-symetrical loops (Fig. 1d) .
Complexities and algorithms -For complexities associated with combinatorial enumerations shown in Fig. 1 , adoption of affine laws for gaps in optimization dynamic programming is necessary due to the additivity property of calculations with the Max operator. In the dual multiplicative frame (usually probabilistic, but also possibly for optimization formulations), through exponentiation of various terms (scores etc) in the calculations, affine penalizations for gaps are replaced by exponential weights, and additivity property tranforms into a multiplicative one, following the fundamental property of the exponential function (exp(x)exp(y)=exp(x+y)). This property permits propagation of the calculations in the multiplicative frame following a nearest-neighbour scheme, with reduced complexity, even though the penalization is length-dependent, and so of long-range type. Derivations here depend on the extension of this idea to long-range effects, or gaps, which in principle could be of any kind. The rationale for this extension is that the long-range effect can be represented numerically as a sum of N exponentials following principles in the SIMEX method (SIMulations with EXponentials [10, 11] ). Partition function calculations can then be split into N terms, with the benefit of the basic exponential propagation in the calculation of each term.
In general, appropriate multiexponential representations can be obtained using the Padé-Laplace method in signal analysis [12] . For the alignment problem such representation is available, on empirical bases ( [6] ; with N=4). The possibility to reduce calculations by one order of complexity with multiexponential representations of long-range effects was first formulated in the Fixman-Freire (FF [13] ) method, for the linear helix-coil model. Based on this idea, the SIMEX method was formulated in two steps: 1) reformulation of the FF in terms of partition function calculations [10] , rather than specific conditional probabilities, for models with simple combinatorics, and 2) extension to higher-order models with multiple combinatorics [11] such as circular helix-coils (Fig. 1c) . The extended formulation [11] was transposed to the model shown in Fig. 1d [14] . Use of the SIMEX formulation, permits reduction of algorithmic complexities by one, or two or more, orders of complexities for models involving single, or two or more, mutually dependent combinatorics. The method is limited to partition function calculations with long-range effects that depend only on number of elements in a given state. Elements do not need to be contiguous, as in gaps or loops. The method can be applied when long-range effects can be expressed numerically as sums of a limited number of exponentials. Then, due to the exponential propagation property, the solution for reduced complexity is conceptually unique. We note that concepts underlying this solution cannot be extended to the optimization framework.
The fundamental point here is that the formal isomorphisms we have described, permit exploitation for the alignment problem of algorithmic concepts elaborated for biophysics problems with a reduction in algorithmic complexities as in [10] and [11] . We consider two sequences, of lengths n and m respectively, and we want to evaluate probabilities P(i,j) that elements (amino acids or bases) at position i in the first sequence and position j in the second sequence are aligned. Probabilities are calculated as the ratios P(i,j)=Z(i,j)/Z, with Z the total partition function for all alignments, and Z(i,j) the partition function restricted to configurations with i and j aligned. We adopt the same configurational representations as for DNA physics models ( Fig. 2; [10,11] ): symbol '1' is for two elements in the aligned state; symbol '0' for the non-aligned state (a gap corresponding to a stretch of 0's, limited on both sides by 1s; stretches of 0's at the ends correspond to 'dangles' which can be penalized according to the models), and finally the symbol 'X' represents a 'wildcard', corresponding to either state '0' or '1'. In the optimization context, penalized dangles are associated with 'global' alignments, whereas in local alignments dangles are not penalized, as in linear helixcoil model with 'free-ends'. If Z f (i,j) is the partition function associated with alignments up to position i on the first sequence and j on the second sequence, with i and j aligned (Fig. 2a) , and calculations are performed processively, from left to right ('forward'): Examples and conclusions -For applications, we highlight major conclusions with examples.
We neglect gap overlaps for the moment. (Treatment of this point, along with detailed benchmarks will be presented elsewhere). Our conclusions are illustrated with examples in Fig. 3 and can be summarized as: 1) non-linear gaps can be indispensable for correct probabilistic alignments (for increasingly more difficult cases, notably with large gaps); 2)
non-linear gaps appear to be much less effective in the optimization context than in the probabilistic one; and 3) in both optimization and probabilistic contexts, the penalization of dangles can be critical with linear gaps and much less so with non-linear ones.
The need for non-linear gaps, in probabilistic alignments, is shown in Fig. 3 with proteic sequences PTGA and psta: in Fig. 3e (close-up view in 3f) the complete structural alignment (see [15] ) is obtained with non-linear gaps (the 4 exponential terms following [6] ; the result being independant of the penalization of dangles) whereas only partial alignments are obtained with linear gaps (single exponential in the probabilistic context) in Fig. 3c (dangles non penalized) and in Fig. 3d (dangles penalized). In the optimization context, the alignment obtained with linear gaps (Fig. 3a , dangles penalized; without penalizations the alignment is completely disrupted) is comparable to that obtained in the probabilistic context with the same linear law (Fig. 3d) , whereas with non-linear gaps the alignment ( Fig. 3b ; same alignment with dangles penalized) is much less satisfactory than that obtained in the probabilistic context (Fig. 3e) . We note that, in the optimization context, non-linear, as opposed to linear, gaps tend to disrupt rather than imrove the alignments. Disruption still occurs with non-linear gaps in the optimization context, when linear gaps suffice to obtain correct structural alignments, in both probabilistic or optimization contexts. This is evident in comparing the linear optimization alignment of 1a12A and 1jtdB in Fig. 3g (similar probabilistic result) and the non-linear one in Fig. 3h , where the non-linear probabilistic alignment is strictly equivalent to the linear one.
Perspectives -The conceptual advance here, permitting the criteria for realistic sequence alignments to be satisfied simultaneously, is based on the establishment of solid links between structural biophysics and bioinformatics. Similar bridges between these fields have provided comparable insights in the ab initio identification of genes on structural physical bases [17] .
The formalism developed here may also be fruitful in fields where Markovian models (such as HMM) resort to simplified representations for long-range effects (single exponential), for the same complexity reasons as for this problem. A combination of the SIMEX [10, 11] and Padé-Laplace [12] methods should permit the introduction of realistic long-range effects in such models, without greatly increasing calculation times. Finally, the very different performances obtained with non-linear realistic laws in probabilistic and optimization contexts may correspond to rather general properties. It will be interesting to explore these differences in fields where such dual representations are important. 
